We are looking for a

Co-founder (CEO / COO)
In Berlin for a tech-startup in industry 4.0 for manufacturing plastic parts

What is this about?

- Vast quantities of plastics parts are made every year
- By introducing Industry 4.0 capabilities cycle times an waste can be reduced
- US-Plus® is our proprietary technology based on ultrasound for process control of plastic parts production thus offering industry 4.0 capabilities
- US-Plus® was developed in cooperation with the “German Federal Institute for Materials Testing” and is a mature technology that was proven in the field over years
- Major DAX-companies in Automotive, Aerospace and other use US-Plus® already today (e.g. Audi, Daimler, Airbus, Siemens etc.)
- Our technology is patent protected and US-Plus a registered trademark
- Our goal is to introduce US-Plus at a larger scale in different industries internationally

What do we have to offer?

- We are looking for a real co-founder, that means this will be your Baby too!
- We are offering a position as CEO or COO depending on your qualification/tenure
- You will help building a new venture from scratch. For this, we have prepared an excellent foundation to start from.
- You will work alongside the existing founders and help building the team and the business. You can absolutely drive things and see results.
- You will get paid a solid salary (>60.000 Euro) and receive a nice equity package incl. co-founder shares

Who are you?

- Ideally, you have an engineering degree in electronics, physics or similar + an MBA or business degree
- Experience in strategy consulting, leadership development program, or similar is a big plus
- A strong “getting shit done” mentality will help you to cut through whatever comes your way
- You have operative process experience/mindset
- You are a team leader and motivator
- Industry experience in plastics manufacturing / processing is a plus
- Business development, sales and marketing experience is a plus

Contact Information
Dr. Malte Zur, Managing Director, Grasse Zur Composite Testing
malte.zur@grassezur.de